All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files. All sequencing files are available from the GEO database (accession number GSE135542).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

In contrast to the normally sedate evolution of chromosomal DNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA) can be rapidly accumulated and lost in eukaryotic cells, facilitating timely changes in gene expression and accelerating adaptation. eccDNA accumulation provides a pathway for adapting to drug treatment, environmental stress, and genetic deficiency in diverse eukaryotes \[[@pbio.3000471.ref001]--[@pbio.3000471.ref005]\]. Amplification of both driving oncogenes and chemotherapy resistance genes on eccDNA has also been widely reported in tumour cells and is a frequent feature of cancer genomes \[[@pbio.3000471.ref006],[@pbio.3000471.ref007]\]. Genome-wide studies in yeast, worms, and nontransformed mammalian cells reveal huge diversity in the protein coding eccDNA complement \[[@pbio.3000471.ref008]--[@pbio.3000471.ref010]\], in addition to widespread microDNA, heterochromatic repeat-derived eccDNA, and telomeric circles \[[@pbio.3000471.ref011]--[@pbio.3000471.ref013]\]. Nevertheless, we understand little of the mechanisms of protein-coding eccDNA formation because such events are generally rare and unpredictable.

Reintegration of eccDNA provides an efficient pathway for gene amplification, with various chromosomal adaptations in lower eukaryotes being known or predicted to have emerged through eccDNA intermediates \[[@pbio.3000471.ref014]--[@pbio.3000471.ref018]\]. In tumour cells, aggregation of smaller eccDNA to large (1--5 MB), microscopically visible double minutes and reintegration in homogeneously staining regions to yield high-copy chromosomal repeats has also been reported \[[@pbio.3000471.ref007],[@pbio.3000471.ref019],[@pbio.3000471.ref020]\]. Thereby, eccDNA acts as an intermediate in chromosome structural evolution. However, eccDNA usually segregates randomly during mitosis because of the absence of a centromere, causing pronounced heterogeneity in eccDNA complement across the population that provides dramatic phenotypic plasticity \[[@pbio.3000471.ref021]\]. Theoretical models predict that gene copy number amplification can occur much faster via eccDNA accumulation than on chromosomal DNA \[[@pbio.3000471.ref007]\], and population heterogeneity in eccDNA gene dosage can be selected not only for increased gene dosage \[[@pbio.3000471.ref021],[@pbio.3000471.ref022]\] but also for decreased dosage because of the ease of eccDNA loss in cell division \[[@pbio.3000471.ref018],[@pbio.3000471.ref023],[@pbio.3000471.ref024]\].

Segregation of eccDNA during cell division is not necessarily random \[[@pbio.3000471.ref025]\]. This is exemplified by budding yeast replicative ageing wherein cells divide asymmetrically into mother and daughter cells, with mothers retaining various molecules that could be detrimental to daughter cell fitness, including a well-studied eccDNA species---extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circles (ERCs) \[[@pbio.3000471.ref026],[@pbio.3000471.ref027]\]. Retention of ERCs in mother cells involves tethering by SAGA and TREX2 to nuclear pore complexes, which are themselves largely retained in mother cells, with mutation of SAGA components abrogating retention and extending mother cell life span \[[@pbio.3000471.ref028]--[@pbio.3000471.ref030]\]. ERCs replicate on each division, and mother cell retention leads to exponential copy number amplification, increasing genome size by 50% in 24 hours \[[@pbio.3000471.ref031]\], which is thought to interfere with various critical pathways to accelerate, if not cause, ageing pathology \[[@pbio.3000471.ref032],[@pbio.3000471.ref033]\].

Formation mechanisms for eccDNA have been primarily inferred from amplicon structure. The conceptually simple episome model invokes a recombination event between distal sites on the same chromosome to yield an eccDNA with a matching deletion \[[@pbio.3000471.ref019]\]. Chromosomal deletions closely matching eccDNA breakpoints have been observed, although not universally \[[@pbio.3000471.ref003],[@pbio.3000471.ref019],[@pbio.3000471.ref034]--[@pbio.3000471.ref037]\]. However, recombination would be expected to favour sites with substantial homologous sequence, and although this is observed at breakpoints in some systems, microhomology is commonly reported \[[@pbio.3000471.ref003],[@pbio.3000471.ref009],[@pbio.3000471.ref012],[@pbio.3000471.ref022],[@pbio.3000471.ref037],[@pbio.3000471.ref038]\]. Conversely, replication-based models allow eccDNA formation without chromosomal change. Substantial evidence supports the formation of ERCs in yeast from replication forks stalled at the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) replication fork barrier \[[@pbio.3000471.ref039],[@pbio.3000471.ref040]\]; however, it is unclear whether such events are specific to the yeast rDNA, which contains a unique replication fork stalling system \[[@pbio.3000471.ref041],[@pbio.3000471.ref042]\]. Other mechanisms invoke re-replication of DNA to yield nested structures that must be resolved by homologous recombination (HR) prior to mitosis \[[@pbio.3000471.ref043]\] and can potentially yield eccDNA of great complexity. Such models predict no clear structural signature and have therefore been hard to test, although de-repression of origin relicensing does lead to chromosomal copy number variation as predicted \[[@pbio.3000471.ref044]\]. Without reproducible methods to observe eccDNA formation de novo, it remains very difficult to validate these models or probe mechanistic details.

A few examples of regulated eccDNA formation have been reported. Stage specific de novo formation of eccDNA during embryonic development in *Xenopus* facilitates rolling circle amplification of the rDNA \[[@pbio.3000471.ref045],[@pbio.3000471.ref046]\], and eccDNA production in T- and B cells as a side-effect of highly-regulated V(D)J recombination is well-studied \[[@pbio.3000471.ref047]\]. In yeast, rDNA recombination including ERC formation is highly dependent on histone deacetylases that respond to nutrient availability \[[@pbio.3000471.ref004],[@pbio.3000471.ref048],[@pbio.3000471.ref049]\], leading us to question whether protein-coding eccDNA formation could also be driven by environmentally responsive signalling, analogous to the transcriptionally stimulated chromosomal copy number variation that we and others recently reported \[[@pbio.3000471.ref050],[@pbio.3000471.ref051]\]. Here, we describe the transcriptionally stimulated formation of eccDNA from the yeast *CUP1* locus and characterise the mechanism by which eccDNA is processed from DSBs.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Transcription promotes eccDNA accumulation from the CUP1 locus {#sec003}
--------------------------------------------------------------

ERCs are enriched in aged yeast, and we speculated that other eccDNA may be similarly enriched during ageing. To obtain highly purified aged yeast samples, we employed the mother enrichment program (MEP) combined with cell wall labelling \[[@pbio.3000471.ref052],[@pbio.3000471.ref053]\]. Young cells in log phase growth are labelled with a cell wall reactive biotin derivative that is completely retained on mother cells because daughter cell walls are newly synthesised on each division \[[@pbio.3000471.ref053]\]. Estradiol is added to activate the MEP, after which all newborn daughter cells become nonreplicative. Mother cells are therefore the only replicative cells in the population and reach advanced age without the culture becoming saturated; these highly aged mother cells can then be affinity purified ([Fig 1A](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Transcription of the *CUP1* locus causes eccDNA accumulation.\
(A) Schematic representation of cell labelling, induction, and ageing in the presence or absence of copper. (B) Southern blot analysis of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived eccDNA (ERCs) in yeast cells aged for 48 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, along with young cells maintained in log phase in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~ for an equivalent time. Large linear fragments of chromosomal DNA (Chr.) migrate at the resolution limit of the gel, whereas circular DNA species (eccDNA) migrate more slowly. Abundances of eccDNA and ERCs were compared by one-way ANOVA; *n* = 4 biological replicates; data were log transformed for testing to fulfil the assumptions of a parametric test. (C) Southern blot analysis of *CUP1* eccDNA in cells aged for 0, 7.5, 24, or 48 hours in 1 mM CuSO~4~. Chromosomal DNA was removed with ExoV to improve sensitivity, endogenous circular 2μ DNA is shown as a loading control. (D) Southern blot analysis of eccDNA in a heterozygous strain bearing one *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* locus modified by replacing all *CUP1* promoters and ORFs with *P*~*GAL1*~ promoters and 3HA ORFs, and 1 wild-type *P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* allele. eccDNA is detected with allele specific probes; the additional band in the left panel is from hybridisation to the endogenous *GAL1* locus on Chromosome II. Quantification and analysis performed as in panel B, *n* = 3. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; ERC, extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circle; ExoV, exonuclease V; ORF, open reading frame; rDNA, ribosomal DNA.](pbio.3000471.g001){#pbio.3000471.g001}

To test the potential for environmentally stimulated eccDNA accumulation, we analysed the locus encoding the copper-resistance gene *CUP1*. Exposure to environmental copper strongly induces transcription of the *CUP1* gene, which is encoded in an array of 2 to 15 2 kb tandem repeats on Chromosome VIII \[[@pbio.3000471.ref054],[@pbio.3000471.ref055]\]. A labelled cohort of cells was aged in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~ for 48 hours ([Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"} lanes 3,4), and control cells were maintained at log phase for the same period ([Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"} lanes 1,2). Southern blot analysis of aged cohorts revealed multiple DNA species in the copper-treated sample migrating above the resolution limit of the gel, a region that is largely devoid of linear DNA ([Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"} lane 3). These were much less prominent for cells aged in the absence of copper and undetectable in log phase cells ([Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"} lanes 1--4).

To confirm that these signals represent eccDNA, genomic DNA from cells aged in 1 mM CuSO~4~ was digested with exonuclease V (ExoV), which degrades linear DNA progressively from double stranded ends but has no activity on circular or nicked circular DNA. As expected, ExoV efficiently degraded DNA from the chromosomal *CUP1* band, whereas the species above the resolution limit were unaffected ([S1A Fig](#pbio.3000471.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Copper-stimulated formation of *CUP1* eccDNA was reproducible and significant and did not represent a general change in eccDNA accumulation because ERCs were detected at a slightly, but not significantly, higher level in cells aged in the absence of copper ([Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 5--8). A time course analysis was then performed using genomic DNA treated with ExoV, which increases sensitivity by removing chromosomal DNA signals, revealing that *CUP1* eccDNA is readily detected after 24 hours in copper, but not after 7.5 hours, so eccDNA accumulation increases with age ([Fig 1C](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Although eccDNA signals are stronger after 48 hours, we have previously noted that Cu^2+^ reduces cell viability during ageing \[[@pbio.3000471.ref050]\], and we therefore restricted further experiments involving ageing cells in CuSO~4~ to 24 hours.

Accumulation of *CUP1* eccDNA may offer a selective advantage by increasing copper resistance. To ensure that selection for copper resistance does not underlie the observed eccDNA accumulation, we performed a similar experiment using a strain in which transcription at the *cup1* locus is induced under a different environment and does not yield active protein. We have previously developed a yeast strain in which all *CUP1* repeats have been mutated such that the *CUP1* protein-coding sequences are replaced with a nonfunctional *3HA* sequence and the *P*~*CUP1*~ promoters are replaced by galactose-responsive *GAL1* promoters (*P*~*GAL1*~) but other sequences in the *CUP1* repeat are retained ([S1B Fig](#pbio.3000471.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pbio.3000471.ref050]\]. These cells transcribe mRNA encoding only a nonfunctional 3HA protein from every *cup1* repeat in the presence of galactose but not glucose. Here, we mated this strain with a wild-type haploid to form a heterozygous diploid with one galactose-responsive *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* allele and one copper-responsive *P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* allele. When aged in galactose, we observed that these cells form eccDNA from the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* allele but not from the copper-responsive wild-type *P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* allele, whereas no eccDNA from either allele was detectable in cells aged in glucose ([Fig 1D](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}, compare lanes 2, 3 and 5, 6).

These experiments show that transcriptional activiation of the *CUP1* locus causes the accumulation of eccDNA in aged cells even in the absence of selection and that eccDNA accumulation is specific to the transcriptionally induced locus versus a noninduced control locus.

eccDNA accumulation is locus specific {#sec004}
-------------------------------------

To reveal eccDNA distribution across the genome, we developed a quantitative eccDNA sequencing protocol for the approximately 30 ng genomic DNA available from our standard ageing yeast preparations. Previous eccDNA sequencing analysis in yeast has involved exonuclease digestion and rolling circle amplification \[[@pbio.3000471.ref009]\]. The latter reaction is affected by circle size, making quantitative comparisons between circular species challenging. Alternative biochemical methods are quantitative but require a prohibitive amount of starting material \[[@pbio.3000471.ref010]\]. We therefore employed extensive exonuclease treatment of aged genomic DNA followed by DNA fragmentation and a sensitive library preparation protocol to reveal the circular DNA complement ([S2A Fig](#pbio.3000471.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Exonuclease treatment alone enriched for ERCs and subtelomeric eccDNA ([S2A Fig](#pbio.3000471.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); however, \>95% of sequencing reads in these libraries mapped to rDNA and 2μ, which limited sensitivity. To remove these species, each sample was split in 3 parts and treated with different restriction enzymes prior to exonuclease treatment. All 3 restriction enzymes cleave ERCs and 2μ, rendering both sensitive to exonuclease digestion, whereas any circle that does not contain all 3 restriction sites will be maintained in at least one reaction ([S2B Fig](#pbio.3000471.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After exonuclease treatment, the 3 parts were reunited for sequencing. This restriction-digested extrachromosomal circular DNA sequencing protocol (REC-seq; [Fig 2A](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}) reduced reads from ERCs and 2μ to \<2%, revealing eccDNA from other regions, including Ty elements, *CUP1*, the *ENA* locus and *HXT6-HXT7*, all of which have been previously described using less quantitative methods ([S2B Fig](#pbio.3000471.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pbio.3000471.ref009]\].

![Genome-wide quantitative mapping of eccDNA in aged cells.\
(A) Schematic representation of library preparation method. Briefly, genomic DNA is split into 3 samples and digested with 3 different endonucleases that all target ERCs and 2μ DNA and then is digested with ExoV and ExoI. After 2 rounds of treatment, samples are reunited, fragmented, and a DNA sequencing library prepared by standard methods. (B) Distribution of sequencing reads around the *CUP1* locus on Chromosome VIII and Subtelomere VIII L obtained from REC-seq of cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~. (C) Scatter plot of read counts in 20 bp bins across the genome for samples shown in panel B. Circled points represent bins within the *CUP1* repeat region. (D and E) Equivalent analysis to panels B and C performed on *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA/P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* heterozygous strain aged for 48 hours in glucose or galactose. The pronounced dip in reads mapping to the *CUP1* locus over the actual *CUP1* ORFs corresponds to the region of the *CUP1* repeat replaced with *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* and demonstrates that essentially all the eccDNA is formed from the *P*~*GAL*~*-3HA* allele. Bins representing the *CUP1* promoter and ORF are also highlighted in panel E. (F) Analysis of reads mapping to *CUP1* locus and Subtelomere VIII L averaged across 3 biological replicates of 3x*CUP1*/Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 300 μM CuSO~4~. (G) Scatter plot of average read counts across 3 biological replicates in 100 bp bins across the genome for samples shown in panel F. Blue dots are significantly different between cells aged in the presence or absence of copper based on edgeR analysis; *p* \< 0.05. The genomic location of the different clusters of significantly different bins are indicated; all those within the *CUP1* locus area are derived from *CUP1* and are the most enriched in the presence of copper. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; ERC, extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circle; ExoV, exonuclease V; ORF, open reading frame; REC-seq, restriction-digested extrachromosomal circular DNA sequencing.](pbio.3000471.g002){#pbio.3000471.g002}

In agreement with Southern blotting data, REC-seq on cells aged in the presence of copper showed a substantial (approximately 10-fold) increase in reads mapping to the *CUP1* locus but not to other loci, such as the subtelomeric regions ([Fig 2B](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The *CUP1* eccDNA reads cover precisely the *CUP1* repeated region, strongly suggesting formation through an HR mechanism. Read quantification across the genome in 20 bp windows revealed that although eccDNA accumulates from many loci in aged cells, only the *CUP1* locus is differentially affected after 24 hours ([Fig 2C](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Applying the same method to the heterozygous *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA*/*P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* strain aged for 48 hours in galactose or glucose media revealed many more *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* locus reads in cells aged on galactose, with a pronounced dip in the profile at the region of the repeat containing the *CUP1* promoter and ORF, both of which are absent from the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* allele but present in the *P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* allele ([S1B Fig](#pbio.3000471.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig 2D](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Again, by scatter plot, the specificity of eccDNA accumulation from the mutated *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* allele was obvious, whereas reads mapping to the *CUP1* promoter and ORF that are only present on the wild-type *P*~*CUP1*~*-CUP1* allele were not differentially enriched ([Fig 2E](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, eccDNA accumulation from the *CUP1* locus promoted by transcription is remarkably locus specific.

REC-seq is more sensitive than Southern blot, allowing quantification of *CUP1* eccDNA accumulation in a strain with only 3 tandem copies of the *CUP1* locus; this represents a more general case because loci containing small numbers of tandem repeats are common in eukaryotic genomes \[[@pbio.3000471.ref056],[@pbio.3000471.ref057]\]. eccDNA from *CUP1* accumulated more in cells aged in copper ([Fig 2F](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}); the difference (approximately 4-fold) was smaller than in the MEP wild-type strain, but this is not unexpected given that the 3x*CUP1*/Δ cells contain 9-fold fewer copies of *CUP1*. The genome-wide profile of eccDNA was more affected by copper treatment in these cells, likely due to greater copper stress, and many eccDNAs accumulated to lower levels ([Fig 2G](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"}). However, edgeR analysis of differential accumulation across 3 biological replicates revealed that the significant regions most over-represented in the copper-treated sample all derive from the *CUP1* locus ([Fig 2G](#pbio.3000471.g002){ref-type="fig"} blue dots; *p* \< 0.05 by EdgeR). Additionally, eccDNA from many Ty-element loci was significantly under-accumulated in copper-treated cells, whereas eccDNA from some subtelomeric sites was significantly overaccumulated though by a very small amount (on average 0.3 log~2~ units).

Therefore, eccDNA accumulation caused by transcription is remarkably site specific and is observable even in low-copy tandem repeats.

Asymmetric segregation is necessary but not sufficient for eccDNA accumulation {#sec005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Asymmetric segregation of replicating ERCs causes ERC accumulation during ageing. The retention of ERCs in mother cells depends on attachment to the nuclear pore complex through the SAGA chromatin modifying complex, and rapid progression from S phase through mitosis so that ERCs are not passed to daughter cells by diffusion \[[@pbio.3000471.ref028],[@pbio.3000471.ref029]\]. We found that cells lacking the SAGA component Spt3 contain far less *CUP1* eccDNA and ERCs after 24 hours ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}), even though transcriptional induction of the *CUP1* promoter was normal in *spt3*Δ cells ([S3 Fig](#pbio.3000471.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed a similar defect in *bud6*Δ and *yku70*Δ mutants that are defective in ERC asymmetric segregation due to bud neck formation issues or extended G2, respectively \[[@pbio.3000471.ref029],[@pbio.3000471.ref058]\] ([Fig 3A](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, asymmetric segregation is necessary for *CUP1* eccDNA accumulation.

![Asymmetric inheritance is necessary but not sufficient for eccDNA accumulation.\
(A) Southern blot showing *CUP1* eccDNA and ERCs for wt, *spt3*Δ, *yku70*Δ, and *bud6*Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~. (B) Quantification of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived ERCs in wt and *spt3*Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, performed and analysed as in [Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 3. (C) Schematic representation of method to form and quantify marked *CUP1* eccDNA. Briefly, galactose-inducible Flp recombinase is used to excise a marked *CUP1* eccDNA with an *Eco*RI site absent from endogenous *CUP1* repeat region. Distribution of the marked eccDNA and endogenous species after 24 hours of ageing can be quantified by Southern blot. A variant carrying an additional ARSH4 sequence within the marked eccDNA was also constructed as shown. (D) Marked eccDNA analysis: MEP wt cells cured of 2μ were transformed with one plasmid carrying a *CUP1* repeat and an *Eco*RI site flanked by FRT sites and a second plasmid expressing Flp from a galactose-responsive promoter. Cells were grown overnight in selective media to maintain plasmids and containing sucrose and raffinose as carbon sources (lane 1, pre). Flp expression was induced by addition of galactose for 4 hours, then cells were labelled, inoculated in 3 cultures, and grown in nonselective glucose media for 2 hours after which 1 culture was harvested (lane 2, induced); 1 mM CuSO~4~ was then added to 1 culture, and both cultures were grown for 24 hours at 30°C before harvesting (lanes 3--4, aged). *Eco*RI-digested genomic DNA was analysed by Southern blot and probed for the *CUP1* repeat to reveal all species shown. Marked and endogenous *CUP1* eccDNA was quantified; band intensities were log transformed to fulfil the assumptions of a parametric test and analysed by one-way ANOVA, *n* = 4 biological replicates. (E) Modification of marked eccDNA experiment: the ARSH4 origin of replication was cloned into the marked *CUP1* plasmid between the *Eco*RI site and the *CUP1* repeat sequence such that ARSH4 remains in the marked *CUP1* eccDNA after Flp recombination (see schematic in panel C). Experiment was performed exactly as in panel D. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; ERC, extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circle; FRT, flippase recognition target; MEP, mother enrichment program; rDNA, ribosomal DNA; wt, wild type.](pbio.3000471.g003){#pbio.3000471.g003}

We considered 2 mechanisms by which asymmetric segregation could be important for eccDNA accumulation. Firstly, the small population of *CUP1* eccDNA known to exist in young cells could be maintained by asymmetric segregation and amplified by replication because the *CUP1* repeat contains a replication origin \[[@pbio.3000471.ref009]\]; this model, which is equivalent to the ERC amplification pathway, requires efficient replication that exceeds the loss rate of eccDNA by segregation to daughter cells. Alternatively, eccDNA could form frequently and be further concentrated in aged cells by asymmetric segregation; this model does not require efficient replication of eccDNA as long as the de novo formation rate exceeds the loss rate.

To directly test whether *CUP1* eccDNA can be maintained and amplified across ageing, we designed an inducible system to generate marked *CUP1* eccDNA in young cells ([Fig 3C](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}). A single *CUP1* repeat with an additional *Eco*RI site absent from the endogenous *CUP1* sequence was flanked by FRT sites for Flp recombinase and cloned into a stable centromeric plasmid. This was transformed into a MEP strain previously cured of 2μ (a parasitic plasmid that constitutively expresses Flp), along with a second plasmid expressing Flp under a galactose-responsive promoter. Cells were pregrown in raffinose/sucrose ([Fig 3C](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}, pre) before a 4 hour pulse with galactose to induce Flp expression and form the marked *CUP1* eccDNA ([Fig 3C](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}, induced). Labelling and recovery in glucose were then performed as normal before estradiol addition and ageing for 24 hours in glucose media with or without copper ([Fig 3C](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}, aged). After the recovery period, 11% ± 6% of the plasmid had recombined to form the marked *CUP1* eccDNA, a low but unambiguously detectable level ([Fig 3D](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}, lane 2). After 24 hours of ageing in the presence or absence of copper, the marked eccDNA was undetectable in almost all samples, despite a clearly detectable accumulation of eccDNA from the endogenous chromosomal *CUP1* locus ([Fig 3D](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 3 and 4). This shows that *CUP1* eccDNA is not perfectly retained during ageing, and so in the absence of de novo formation, *CUP1* eccDNA is lost.

If asymmetric segregation is sufficient for ERC accumulation, why is *CUP1* eccDNA different? One possibility is that the origins of replication in each *CUP1* repeat are inefficient. We therefore constructed a variant of the marked *CUP1* eccDNA containing a high-efficiency ARSH4 (ARS209) origin ([Fig 3C](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to native *CUP1* eccDNA, this ARS-*CUP1* eccDNA was maintained and amplified across ageing ([Fig 3E](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}), showing that the defect in *CUP1* eccDNA maintenance stems from the replication efficiency of the eccDNA being lower than the rate of loss to daughter cells. The ARS-*CUP1* eccDNA was consistently amplified to higher levels in cells aged in the presence of copper, although this effect did not reach significance; this is coherent with the requirement for SAGA component Spt3 in *CUP1* eccDNA maintenance ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pbio.3000471.g003){ref-type="fig"}), because Spt3 is known to be recruited to the *CUP1* promoter on transcriptional induction, as well as to the *GAL1* promoter \[[@pbio.3000471.ref059],[@pbio.3000471.ref060]\]. However, this difference is small (approximately 2-fold) relative to the differential accumulation of endogenous *CUP1* eccDNA in the presence or absence of copper (approximately 10-fold).

Together these experiments show that *CUP1* eccDNA is subject to asymmetric segregation, but this is insufficient for maintenance because *CUP1* eccDNA is not efficiently replicated. *CUP1* eccDNA must therefore be formed at a high enough rate during ageing to offset losses through segregation to daughter cells.

CUP1 eccDNA is formed through DSB processing by Sae2 and Mre11 {#sec006}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Various mechanisms have been proposed for eccDNA formation involving repair of single strand breaks or DSBs that are either linked to DNA replication or not (reviewed in the work by Paulsen and colleagues \[[@pbio.3000471.ref061]\]). To delimit the eccDNA formation mechanism, we analysed eccDNA accumulation in a selection of DSB processing mutants.

Many DSB processing mutants have shortened lifespans and cannot be aged sufficiently to show eccDNA accumulation \[[@pbio.3000471.ref062],[@pbio.3000471.ref063]\]; however, we characterised a small panel of informative DSB repair mutants (*dnl4*Δ, *exo1*Δ, *sae2*Δ) that aged effectively in the MEP system ([Fig 4A](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Firstly, loss of Dnl4, a critical DNA ligase for nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), did not substantially alter *CUP1* eccDNA or ERC levels (compare lanes 4 and 12 to wild-type controls 2 and 10). Secondly, loss of exonuclease Exo1, which is involved in long-range DNA end resection as well as degradation of stalled or reversed replication forks, had no effect on *CUP1* eccDNA but substantially increased ERC levels (compare lanes 6 and 14 to wild-type controls). Thirdly, the absence of end-resection factor Sae2 caused a major reduction in *CUP1* eccDNA but had little effect on ERCs (compare lanes 8 and 16 to wild-type controls).

![Sae2 and Mre11 nuclease activity are required for eccDNA formation.\
(A) Southern blot analysis of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived ERCs in wt, *dnl4*Δ, *exo1*Δ, and *sae2*Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, performed as in [Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Analysis of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived ERCs in wt and *sae2*Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, performed and analysed as in [Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}; *n* = 3; quantification is derived from 3 separate clones of *sae2*Δ with 3 different selectable markers. (C) Analysis of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived ERCs in wt and *mre11*^*H125N*^*/mre11*Δ aged for 24 hours in the presence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, performed and analysed as in [Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 3. (D) REC-seq analysis comparing wt and *spt3*Δ cells aged for 24 hours. Samples were digested with restriction enzymes that leave the 2μ DNA intact, and then read counts were normalised based on 2μ counts in eccDNA and matching total DNA libraries such that eccDNA counts are relative to an equivalent quantity of total chromosomal DNA in each sample. Reads are quantified in 100 bp windows spanning the genome (excluding rDNA, mitochondria, 2μ, and *UBC9* locus), and coloured by feature according the key below. (E) REC-seq analysis of *sae2*Δ cells compared to wt in the absence (left) or presence (right) of 1 mM CuSO~4~. Experiment and analysis as in panel D. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; ERC, extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circle; rDNA, ribosomal DNA; REC-seq, restriction-digested extrachromosomal circular DNA sequencing; wt, wild type.](pbio.3000471.g004){#pbio.3000471.g004}

Sae2 is important for initiating DNA end resection from DSBs, particularly when DNA ends are blocked or cannot be processed (reviewed in the work by Symington \[[@pbio.3000471.ref064]\]), and the importance of this factor for *CUP1* eccDNA formation suggests a formation mechanism involving DNA damage. In contrast, ERCs are known to form through a replication fork stalling mechanism that is consistent with the increased ERC levels in *exo1*Δ cells in which stalled fork degradation is impaired. Therefore, the observation that *CUP1* eccDNA but not ERC accumulation is dependent on Sae2 strongly suggests that these species do not form by the same mechanism in aged cells. Usefully, the normal accumulation of ERCs in *sae2*Δ demonstrates that reduced *CUP1* eccDNA cannot simply be attributed to an ageing defect, because this would also diminish ERC levels. To ensure that this critical phenotype was reproducible, we generated 2 further *sae2*Δ mutants in the MEP background with different markers and consistently observed the same phenotype ([Fig 4B](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Sae2 mediates end resection, stimulating the nuclease activity of Mre11 to generate a short single-stranded 3ʹ end and allows access to long-range resection activities of Exo1 and Dna2/Sgs1. Mre11 is a member of the Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 (MRX) complex, and life span is severely compromised in *mre11*Δ cells just as for previously described *rad50*Δ mutants \[[@pbio.3000471.ref063]\]. However, MRX has important functions in DSB repair beyond resection, and we observed that cells carrying the nuclease deficient *mre11*^*H125N*^ allele behaved similarly to wild type during ageing. Importantly, *mre11*^*H125N*^ cells are defective in *CUP1* eccDNA accumulation but have little defect in ERC accumulation ([Fig 4C](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}), mirroring the *sae2*Δ phenotype ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}). *sgs1*Δ and particularly *sgs1*Δ *exo1*Δ mutants show variable but severe life span defects and therefore the importance of long-range resection could not be assessed. Nonetheless, these results show that DSB formation and resection are critical steps in *CUP1* eccDNA formation.

To reveal the locus specificity of Sae2 function in eccDNA formation, we performed REC-seq in *sae2*Δ mutants and also in *spt3*Δ mutants to allow comparison between defects in eccDNA formation and retention. Global effects on eccDNA levels are not captured by our original REC-seq method because there is no way to normalise read counts between samples. To provide a fixed point for normalisation, we replaced one of the restriction enzymes in the REC-seq protocol with *Sma*I, which cleaves the rDNA but not the 2μ element; 2μ is a high-copy circular plasmid present in all laboratory yeast strains and can be readily detected in both eccDNA and total input DNA sequencing data. We sequenced total DNA and eccDNA from each sample and normalised eccDNA to nonrepetitive chromosomal DNA using 2μ read counts as a fixed point in a manner that preserves differences in 2μ levels between samples (the strategy is depicted in [S4 Fig](#pbio.3000471.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This modification entails a compromise because 2μ reads make up approximately 90% of the read count in these REC-seq libraries, dramatically reducing the signal to noise ratio from other regions; however, most eccDNA species remain detectable.

Using this modified REC-seq method, we observe that all eccDNA species are under-represented in aged *spt3*Δ cells, albeit to a variable extent, with eccDNA from the *CUP1* and *HXT6-HXT7* loci showing the greatest difference (\>10 fold), whereas subtelomeric circles and Ty elements are more modestly affected (approximately 4-fold; [Fig 4D](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}). SAGA has been previously shown to bind promoters including *CUP1* on transcriptional activation \[[@pbio.3000471.ref059],[@pbio.3000471.ref065]\]; however, the importance of SAGA for mother cell retention of *CUP1* eccDNA in the absence of copper, as well as in retaining diverse other eccDNA species, suggests that SAGA acts on eccDNA irrespective of transcription.

In contrast, the eccDNA accumulation phenotype of *sae2*Δ cells is complex. Wild-type cells aged in the presence of copper contain approximately 8-fold more *CUP1* eccDNA than *sae2*Δ cells ([Fig 4E](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"} right panel, red spots), which is in accord with the Southern blot data ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, this enrichment is not observed for cells aged in the absence of copper ([Fig 4E](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"} left panel, red spots). This interesting difference suggests that the Sae2-dependent mechanism of *CUP1* eccDNA formation is initiated by transcription, but that a background Sae2-independent mechanism forms *CUP1* eccDNA at a basal level in uninduced cells. We also note that Ty-element eccDNA is not reduced in the absence of Sae2, consistent with the previously proposed mechanism of Ty-element eccDNA formation through direct recombination between terminal repeat regions \[[@pbio.3000471.ref066]\] ([Fig 4E](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}, orange dots). However, eccDNA from subtelomeric circles, the *HXT6-HXT7* locus, and to some extent the *ENA1-ENA2-ENA5* locus, are also Sae2 dependent, suggesting that this mechanism of eccDNA formation acts at multiple loci ([Fig 4E](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"} blue, purple, and green dots, respectively).

These data reveal that multiple eccDNA species form through a DSB processing pathway involving Sae2, including the transcriptionally induced *CUP1* eccDNA. However, a Sae2-independent pathway is also active, giving rise to ERCs as well as the basal level of *CUP1* eccDNA in non--copper-treated cells.

Mus81 is required for CUP1 eccDNA formation in young and aged cells {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

DSB resection alone does not yield eccDNA, which most likely requires intrachromosomal strand invasion at a homologous sequence (notably all the eccDNA species reproducibly detected by REC-seq are bounded by homologous regions). This recombination intermediate must be actively processed by resolvase enzymes to release circular DNA. We therefore asked which of the 3 known yeast resolvase enzymes Mus81-Mms4, Yen1, or Slx1-Slx4 are required. *mus81*Δ cells aged in copper had dramatically reduced *CUP1* eccDNA compared to wild type, whereas *CUP1* eccDNA levels in *yen1*Δ and *slx4*Δ mutants were indistinguishable from wild type, indicating that Mus81 is the primary resolvase for eccDNA formation ([Fig 5A](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}, compare lanes 2,4).

![Mus81 is required for eccDNA formation in old and young cells.\
(A) Southern blot analysis of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived ERCs in wild-type, *mus81*Δ, *yen1*Δ, and *slx4*Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, performed as in [Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Quantification of *CUP1* eccDNA and rDNA-derived ERCs in wild-type and *mus81*Δ cells aged for 24 hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM CuSO~4~, performed and analysed as in [Fig 1B](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 4. (C) REC-seq analysis of *mus81*Δ cells compared to wild type in the absence (left) or presence (right) of 1 mM CuSO~4~. Experiment and analysis as in [Fig 4D](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}. (D) Southern blot analysis of eccDNA from the 17 copy *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* tandem repeat in non--age-selected BY4741 haploid cell background lacking MEP modifications. *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* wild-type, *sae2*Δ, and *mus81*Δ cells were pregrown on YP Raffinose before a 6 hour induction with 2% galactose or 2% glucose. Genomic DNA was digested with *Xho*I; then 95% of the sample was further digested with ExoV and ExoI; 5% total DNA (lanes 1--6) and 95% ExoV digested material (lanes 7--12) are shown. These cells contain an additional pRS316-*CUP1* plasmid to complement the loss of active chromosomal *CUP1* genes, labelled as *CUP1* plasmid. This plasmid contains an *Xho*I site and is hence linearised by *Xho*I and degraded by ExoV. Signals from same membrane stripped and reprobed for rDNA show ERC species. Abundances of eccDNA and ERCs were compared by one-way ANOVA; *n* = 4 biological replicates; data were log transformed for testing to fulfil the assumptions of a parametric test. (E) Colony formation assay performed on *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* wild-type and *rad52*Δ cells along with BY4741 wild-type and *rad52*Δ controls. Cells were pregrown as above on YP raffinose, then serial dilutions from 10^4^ to 10^1^ cells spotted on YPD and YPGal plates, which were grown at 30°C until control cells had formed equivalent sized colonies (2--3 days). The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; ERC, extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circle; ExoV, exonuclease V; rDNA, ribosomal DNA; REC-seq, restriction-digested extrachromosomal circular DNA sequencing.](pbio.3000471.g005){#pbio.3000471.g005}

Reduced eccDNA formation in *mus81*Δ was highly reproducible ([Fig 5B](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}); however, we also observed a pronounced reduction in ERC levels ([Fig 5A](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"} lanes 9--12 and [Fig 5B](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}), and bud-scar counting revealed that *mus81*Δ cells aged in copper are younger than wild-type cells (wild-type + Cu^2+^: 12.2 ± 3.7 versus *mus81*Δ + Cu^2+^: 10.5 ± 4.2), raising questions as to whether the observed *mus81*Δ phenotype actually stems from an ageing defect. Interestingly, REC-seq data comparing *mus81*Δ cells to wild type was very similar to that of *sae2*Δ cells (compare [Fig 5C](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"} to [Fig 4E](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}), showing a reduced accumulation of *CUP1*, subtelomeric circles and other species except for Ty-element eccDNA, consistent with both proteins acting in the same pathway of eccDNA formation. The only notable difference is that *CUP1* eccDNA in the absence of copper is less abundant in *mus81*Δ than in wild-type cells, whereas the same is not true for *sae2*Δ.

The similarity between *mus81*Δ and *sae2*Δ REC-seq profiles led us to question the contribution of ageing to eccDNA accumulation phenotypes given that *mus81*Δ has a slow ageing phenotype. In theory, lower eccDNA levels may result not only from reduced formation, but also from cells being younger when sampled or, more subtly, from asymmetric segregation problems increasing eccDNA loss to daughter cells (as in *yku70*Δ \[[@pbio.3000471.ref058]\]). We therefore set out to validate key aspects of the eccDNA formation mechanism in unselected populations of young cells. This would reduce age effects because the population is overwhelmingly young and avoid segregation effects because any eccDNA formed can be detected irrespective of whether it ends up in a mother or a daughter cell. Furthermore, we used haploid cells lacking the MEP system and without biotin labelling to rule out any contribution of these experimental tools to the observed phenotype.

To enrich for eccDNA in unselected young populations, we digested genomic DNA samples with ExoV, but even after enrichment the detection of *CUP1*, eccDNA was unreliable and could not be used in quantitative experiments. In contrast, detection of eccDNA from the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* allele ([S1B Fig](#pbio.3000471.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) proved robust over multiple experiments and provided a reliable system to test eccDNA formation. Induction of the *P*~*GAL1*~ promoter using a 6 hour galactose pulse resulted in formation of eccDNA from the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* allele, showing that transcriptional activation of the locus causes eccDNA formation in young cells ([Fig 5D](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"} upper panel lanes 7, 8). In contrast, formation of eccDNA from this locus in cells lacking Sae2 or Mus81 was not detectable, in accord with our experiments in aged cells ([Fig 5D](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"} upper panel lanes 9--12). This difference could not be attributed to a defect in transcriptional induction from the *P*~*GAL1*~ promoter because induction was similar in all 3 strains ([S5 Fig](#pbio.3000471.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Curiously, we also observed that ERC levels were reduced in *sae2*Δ cells as well as in *mus81*Δ, albeit to a much lesser extent than for *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* eccDNA ([Fig 5D](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"} lower panel). This suggests that the Sae2-dependent pathway can contribute to ERC formation; noncoding RNAs are important in rDNA recombination, and it is possible that ERCs form through both transcriptionally induced and nontranscriptionally induced pathways that are more or less prominent in different media conditions \[[@pbio.3000471.ref067]\]. Nonetheless, this experiment clearly demonstrates that the transcriptionally stimulated formation of eccDNA occurs through a Sae2- and Mus81-dependent DSB processing pathway and that environmentally stimulated eccDNA formation from the *CUP1* locus is not an indirect effect of ageing in general or the experimental details of the MEP system.

Finally, our data suggest that transcriptional activation of the *CUP1* or *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* allele causes DSB formation but does not exclude other options such as transcription affecting recombination outcome. To provide a more direct insight into DNA damage at this locus, we took advantage of the high efficiency of recombination in the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* strain. We reasoned that if repair is blocked by deletion of *RAD52* in these cells, then transcriptionally induced DNA damage should cause a prolonged arrest that would manifest in slow colony growth. We therefore plated *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* and *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1 rad52*Δ cells on galactose and glucose plates, along with wild-type and *rad52*Δ controls that should not undergo transcriptionally induced DNA damage under these conditions. As predicted, *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1 rad52*Δ colonies grew very slowly on galactose relative to *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1 RAD52*, whereas growth was equivalent on glucose, and the *rad52*Δ mutation alone had no effect ([Fig 5E](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}, particularly the individual colonies highlighted in green boxes). This shows that DNA damage occurs in response to transcription of the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA cup1* allele.

Overall, these data confirm that strong transcriptional induction can cause DNA damage that is processed by Sae2, Mre11, and Mus81 to yield eccDNA.

Discussion {#sec008}
==========

Here, we have described the reproducible formation of eccDNA from the *CUP1* locus in response to transcriptional activation of the *CUP1* gene. *CUP1* eccDNA accumulates reproducibly to high levels through a combination of frequent formation events and retention of eccDNA in ageing cells.

A mechanism for the formation of recurrent eccDNA {#sec009}
-------------------------------------------------

Formation of *CUP1* eccDNA has a major dependence on Sae2 and on Mre11 nuclease activity. These are processing factors involved in DSB repair by HR (recently reviewed in the work by Oh and Symington \[[@pbio.3000471.ref068]\]). Sae2/Mre11 dependence therefore indicates initiation of recombination from a DSB and argues against eccDNA formation through resolution of re-replication structures by HR or excision of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) loops by mismatch repair as proposed for microDNA, neither of which processes are expected to be Sae2 dependent \[[@pbio.3000471.ref043],[@pbio.3000471.ref069]\]. Rather, our results are coherent with an intrachromosomal HR process, as proposed for formation of telomeric circles and ERCs \[[@pbio.3000471.ref013],[@pbio.3000471.ref070]\] ([Fig 6A](#pbio.3000471.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Proposed mechanisms of eccDNA formation from DNA DSBs and chromosomal repair.\
(A) A DSB is initially resected by Mre11 stimulated by Sae2, then invades a homologous sequence in the same chromosome. The D-loop formed is cleaved by Mus81 at 2 separate points, which, after ligation, yields an eccDNA and a DSB with a matching gap. (B) After excision of eccDNA, a partially resected DNA is formed distal to the original DSB site. This can either undergo HR with the sister chromatid resulting in a conservative repair or within a repetitive region such as the *CUP1* locus; this can also be repaired by SSA, resulting in a chromosomal deletion matching the excised circle. DSB, double strand break; eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; HR, homologous recombination; SSA, single strand annealing.](pbio.3000471.g006){#pbio.3000471.g006}

Excision of eccDNA requires 2 additional strand cleavages beyond the initiating DSB ([Fig 6A](#pbio.3000471.g006){ref-type="fig"}), and this is not a favoured outcome of intrachromosomal strand invasion. Helicases such as Sgs1 will dissolve D-loops formed by strand invasion to minimise rearrangements during DSB repair \[[@pbio.3000471.ref071]\], and the activity of structure specific endonuclease enzymes capable of cleaving the nicked Holliday Junctions in a D-loop is tightly restricted to G2/M (reviewed in the work by Kim and Forsburg \[[@pbio.3000471.ref072]\]). Nonetheless, an endonuclease activity is required, and we find Mus81, which has a strong preference for cleaving nicked Holliday Junction intermediates, to be critical for eccDNA formation. This shows that eccDNA must be processed from DSBs present in late G2 or M.

The source of the DSB remains to be determined. Although transcription influences rDNA recombination, this involves a constant rate of DSB formation with a variable outcome \[[@pbio.3000471.ref067]\], whereas the *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* system has a variable rate of DNA damage depending on transcription ([Fig 5E](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Topoisomerase II activity at highly transcribed sites can cause DSBs \[[@pbio.3000471.ref073]\], or replication forks colliding with R-loops can be processed to DSBs. Head-on collision of the replisome with transcribing RNA polymerase II has been shown to cause DNA damage mediated by R-loops in yeast, bacteria, and human cells \[[@pbio.3000471.ref074]--[@pbio.3000471.ref076]\]. The general danger to the genome of such collisions is reduced by the THO/TREX complex, which mediates efficient transcription and mRNA export, and by RNase H1 and H2 which degrade R-loops directly \[[@pbio.3000471.ref077]\] but is increased by factors such as Yra1 that stabilise R-loops \[[@pbio.3000471.ref078]\]. Intriguingly, DNA damage does not appear to be a direct effect of collision but involves further processing, because histone mutants have been identified that increase R-loops but not DNA damage, adding a level at which the outcome of DNA damage can be modulated \[[@pbio.3000471.ref079]\]. R-loops are therefore an attractive candidate for initiating eccDNA formation in response to transcription; however, it is not clear that Sae2 would be required for processing R-loop--mediated DSBs because Sae2 is of particular importance in repair of 'dirty' DNA ends that defy direct processing. Such ends are exemplified by chemical damage at ionising radiation-induced breaks or covalently bound proteins such as Spo11 \[[@pbio.3000471.ref080],[@pbio.3000471.ref081]\], so the disruption of eccDNA formation in *sae2*Δ mutants indicates that the transcription-associated DSBs at *CUP1* do not possess 'clean' ends. Alternatively, the importance of Sae2 may lie in the recent observation that Sae2 and Mre11 can remove R-loops via a DSB intermediate that could itself initiate intrachromosomal recombination \[[@pbio.3000471.ref082]\]. Whichever the mechanism, transcriptional stimulation of any recombination process has the potential to bias recombination patterns depending on the gene expression pattern of the cell.

Previous studies have linked ERC formation to DSBs at stalled replication forks \[[@pbio.3000471.ref063],[@pbio.3000471.ref083]\], which appears separable from the transcription-induced Sae2-dependent *CUP1* eccDNA formation mechanism. However, there is clearly crossover between these mechanisms as *CUP1* eccDNA levels in aged non--copper-treated cells are Sae2-independent ([Fig 4E](#pbio.3000471.g004){ref-type="fig"}), whereas ERCs in log phase cells on YP media are partially Sae2-dependent ([Fig 5D](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore suggest that both ERCs and *CUP1* eccDNA, and most likely other eccDNA, form both from stalled replication forks and from transcriptionally induced DSBs, with the balance between these mechanisms being variable, dependent on age and environment. In contrast, Mus81 appears to be universally important, which would be consistent with Mus81 resolving the circular intermediate formed by intrachromosomal recombination initiated by either transcriptional or replication-induced DSBs.

eccDNA excision does not repair the initiating chromosomal DSB, and our model invokes a chromosomal deletion matching the excised region ([Fig 6A](#pbio.3000471.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This can be repaired either by HR with the sister chromatid for DSBs occurring post replication or in a repetitive region by SSA ([Fig 6B](#pbio.3000471.g006){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pbio.3000471.ref084]\]. The former pathway can repair the deletion conservatively, whereas the latter necessitates a chromosomal contraction matching or exceeding the excised circle. Where eccDNA is formed from a one-ended DSB at a cleaved replication fork, repair must occur by break induced replication, and as long as the sister chromatids remain in register, this should not result in a loss of chromosomal sequence. Genome resequencing of highly aged cells has not found evidence of repeat contractions suggesting that the conservative modes of recombination are prevalent \[[@pbio.3000471.ref085]\], although some proportion of the *CUP1* contractions we and others have reported may be attributable to SSA \[[@pbio.3000471.ref050],[@pbio.3000471.ref051]\].

eccDNA formation enhances genome plasticity {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------

The de novo formation of eccDNA provides various pathways for adaptation. Even in the absence of reintegration, an eccDNA with an active replication origin can amplify within a population through asymmetric segregation and selection. The presence of a high copy but heterogeneously distributed eccDNA means that all possible gene amplifcation levels are present in the population, so if survival under a particular challenge requires a certain range of copy numbers, some cells within the population should always survive. However, this enhanced adaptibility must be offset against negative effects caused by overexpression of other genes on eccDNA in the absence of the environmental challenge.

In this context, it is interesting that budding yeast effectively follow 2 strategies. By retaining eccDNA in the ageing subpopulation, the majority of young cells are able to grow unimpeded while the aged cells take on both the increased adaptability, but also the fitness cost, of maintaining eccDNAs. We and others have previously demonstrated an enhanced adaptive capacity within ageing yeast, and the accumulation of additional eccDNA likely represents an additional facet of this \[[@pbio.3000471.ref086],[@pbio.3000471.ref087]\]. Because eccDNA is retained in the mother, it may only benefit the mother rather than any offspring. However, the machinary that retains eccDNA in the mother cell could easily be regulated under environmental stress conditions, and indeed donations of eccDNA from mother to daughter have been observed \[[@pbio.3000471.ref032]\].

Transcriptional stimulation of eccDNA formation biases towards genes that are highly expressed in the current environment, and if inducible, this implies (though does not necessitate) that those genes have evolved to be expressed under the given environment because they are useful and may therefore benefit from copy number amplification. Indeed, the yeast genome is broadly stratified into housekeeping and environmentally responsive genes \[[@pbio.3000471.ref088],[@pbio.3000471.ref089]\], so preferential targetting of DSBs and consequent repair to highly expressed inducible genes is not impossible. The likelihood of copy number variation arising through such repair events also depends on the presence of homologous sequence, and so for genes not already present in multicopy arrays, the distribution of repetitive elements (such as LINE retrotransposons in higher eukaryotes) will significantly impact eccDNA formation. In this scenario, the stimulation of eccDNA formation at inducible genes that are highly expressed in the current environment makes use of information embedded in transcription patterns to direct further adaptive events, pointing to a transcription-driven mechanism conferring increased robustness and/or fitness through enhanced genome plasticity.

Materials and methods {#sec011}
=====================

Strains and media {#sec012}
-----------------

Yeast strains were constructed by standard methods and are listed in [S1 Table](#pbio.3000471.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; oligonucleotide sequences are given in [S2 Table](#pbio.3000471.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and plasmids are given in [S3 Table](#pbio.3000471.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Most experiments were performed in synthetic complete media SD (2% glucose, 0.67% yeast nitrogen base with ammonium sulphate, complete amino acid mix), to which CuSO~4~ was added from a 1 M stock solution as required. Where noted, cells were grown in YP media (2% peptone, 1% yeast extract) with sugar at 2% final volume (YPD: YP + glucose, YPGal: YP + galactose), precultures for experiments in YP media were grown in YP with 2% raffinose. In all cases, cells were grown at 30°C with shaking at 200 rpm. Media components were purchased from Formedium, UK, and all media were sterilised by filtration. For all experiments, cells were brought to log phase through a 2-step culture process: cells were inoculated in 4 ml media and grown for 6 to 8 hours, then diluted in 25 ml or more media and grown for 16 to 18 hours to 0.2 to 0.8 × 10^7^ cells/ml before further manipulation.

MEP cell labelling and purification {#sec013}
-----------------------------------

For biotin labelling, 0.25 × 10^7^ cells per sample were harvested by centrifugation (15 s at 13,000*g*), washed twice with 125 μl PBS and resuspended in 125 μl of PBS containing approximately 3 mg/ml Biotin-NHS (10538723 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK). Cells were incubated for 30 min on a wheel at room temperature, washed once with 100 μl PBS, and resuspended in 100 μl PBS, then inoculated in required media at 2 × 10^4^ cells/ml and allowed to recover for 2 hours at 30° before addition of 1 μM β-estradiol (E2758 Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and CuSO~4~ as required. For ageing in YPD or YPGal, the same protocol was followed, but no recovery period was included---as previously noted, this prevents culture saturation without detectable contamination of young cells by 24 to 48 hours \[[@pbio.3000471.ref031]\]. Cells were harvested by repeated centrifugation for 1 min, 4,600 rpm in 50 ml tubes, and immediately fixed by resuspension in 70% ethanol and stored at −80°C.

Percoll gradients (1--2 per sample depending on final OD) were formed by vortexing 1.16ml Percoll (P4937 Sigma-Aldrich, UK) with 42 μl 5 M NaCl, 98 μl water in 2 ml tubes and centrifuging 15 min at 15,000*g*, 4°C. Cells were defrosted, washed with 25 ml cold PBSE, and resuspended in a minimal amount of PBSE and layered on the preformed gradients. Gradients were centrifuged for 4 min at 2,000*g*, then the upper phase and brown layer of cell debris removed and discarded; 1 ml PBSE was added, mixed by inversion, and centrifuged 1 min at 2,000*g* to pellet the cells, which were then resuspended in 1 ml PBSE (reuniting samples split across 2 gradients). A total of 25 μl Streptavidin magnetic beads were added (1010007 Miltenyi Biotech, Germany), and cells incubated for 15 min on a wheel at room temperature. Meanwhile, 1 LS column per sample (1050236 Miltenyi Biotech, Germany) was equilibrated with cold PBSE in 4°C room. Cells were loaded on columns and allowed to flow through under gravity, washed with 1 ml cold PBSE and eluted with 1ml PBSE using plunger. Cells were reloaded on the same columns after re-equilibration with approximately 500 μl PBSE, washed and re-eluted, and this process repeated for a total of 3 successive purifications. A total of 50 μl cells were set aside for quality control, while 1 μl 10% Triton X-100 was added to the remainder which were then pelleted by centrifugation and frozen or processed directly for DNA extraction.

For quality control, the 50 μl cells were diluted to 300 μl final volume containing 0.3% triton X-100, 0.3 μl 1mg/ml streptavidin 594 (S11227 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK), 0.6 μl 1 mg/ml WGA-488 (W11261 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK), and 0.1 μg/ml DAPI in PBS. Cells were stained for 15 minutes---overnight at room temperature, washed once with PBS + 0.01% Triton-X100 then resuspended in 7 μl VectaShield (H-1000 Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, California). Purifications routinely yielded 80% to 90% streptavidin positive cells with appropriate bud-scar numbers.

DNA extraction and Southern blot analysis {#sec014}
-----------------------------------------

For ageing samples, cell pellets were resuspended in 50 μl 0.34 U/ml lyticase (L4025 Sigma-Aldrich, UK) in 1.2 M sorbitol, 50 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT and incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes. After centrifugation at 1,000*g* for 5 minutes, cells were gently resuspended in 80 μl of 0.3% SDS, 50 mM EDTA, 250 μg/ml Proteinase K (3115801001 Sigma-Aldrich, UK), and incubated at 65°C for 30 minutes. A total of 32 μl 5 M KOAc was added after cooling to room temperature, samples were mixed by flicking, and then chilled on ice for 30 minutes. After 10 minutes centrifugation at 20,000*g*, the supernatant was extracted into a new tube using a cut tip, 125 μl phenol:chloroform (pH 8) was added, and samples were mixed on a wheel for 30 minutes. Samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 20,000*g*; the upper phase was extracted using cut tips and precipitated with 250 μl ethanol. Pellets were washed with 70% ethanol, air-dried and left overnight at 4°C to dissolve in 20 μl TE. After gentle mixing, 10 μl of each sample was digested with 20U *Xho*I or *Eco*RI-HF (R3101 New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts) for 3 to 6 hours in 20 μl 1x CutSmart buffer (B7204 New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts), 0.2 μl was quantified using PicoGreen DNA (P7589 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK), and equivalent amounts of DNA separated on 25 cm 1% 1x TBE gels overnight at 90 V (120V for gels shown in [Fig 1](#pbio.3000471.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Gels were washed in 0.25 N HCl for 15 minutes, 0.5 N NaOH for 45 minutes, and twice in 1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M Tris (pH 7.5) for 20 minutes before being transferred to 20 × 20 cm HyBond N+ membrane in 6x SSC. Membranes were probed using random primed probes ([S4 Table](#pbio.3000471.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in 10 ml UltraHyb (AM8669 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK) at 42°C and washed with 0.1x SSC 0.1% SDS at 42°C or probed in Church Hyb at 65°C and washed with 0.5x SSC 0.1% SDS at 65°C. For probe synthesis, 25 ng template DNA in 38 μl water was denatured for 5 minutes at 95°C, chilled on ice, then 10 μl 5x labelling buffer (5x NEBuffer 2, 25 μg/ml d(N)~9~, 165 μM dATP, dGTP, dTTP), 1 μl Klenow exo- (M0212 New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts) and varying amounts of α\[^32^P\]-dCTP added before incubation for 1 to 3 hours at 37°C, cleaning using a mini Quick Spin DNA column (11814419001 Sigma-Aldrich, UK), and denaturing 5 minutes at 95°C before adding to hybridisation buffer. During the course of this work, we learnt that controlling the amount of α\[^32^P\]-dCTP added to the labelling reaction was critical; too high levels resulted in high membrane background irrespective of wash conditions and probe purification. On the activity date, 0.1 to 0.2 μl 3000Ci/mmol α\[^32^P\]-dCTP (NEG013H Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts) was used, an amount that was doubled every 2 weeks past the activity date. Images were obtained by exposure to phosphorimaging screens (GE) and developed using a FLA 7000 phosphorimager (GE, Boston, Massachusetts).

Bands were quantified using ImageQuant version 7.0 (GE) and data analysed using the GraphPad Prism version 6.05. Samples were compared by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey correction for multiple comparisons; where data contravened the assumptions of a parametric test, data sets were log transformed prior to statistical testing.

For DNA samples in [Fig 5D](#pbio.3000471.g005){ref-type="fig"}, a larger genomic DNA preparation protocol using 20 × 10^7^ cells per sample was employed as described by Hull and colleagues \[[@pbio.3000471.ref050]\]. Final genomic DNA was dissolved in 50 μl TE at 65°C for 15 minutes then 4°C overnight; 10.5 μl 10x CutSmart, 42.5 μl water, and 2 μl *Xho*I were added and samples digested for 3 hours at 37°C; 1 μl 10x CutSmart, 1 μl RecBCD \[ExoV\], 1 μl ExoI, 6 μl 10 mM ATP, and 3.5 μl water were then added to 47.5 μl digested DNA and incubated overnight at 37°C. Digested DNA was phenol chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in 16 μl TE. These samples along with 2.5 μl *Xho*I digested total DNA were separated and probed as above.

Northern analysis {#sec015}
-----------------

Northern analysis was performed as previously described by Cruz and Houseley \[[@pbio.3000471.ref090]\] using probes described in the work by Hull and colleagues \[[@pbio.3000471.ref050]\] and [S4 Table](#pbio.3000471.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Image processing and data analysis {#sec016}
----------------------------------

Gel images were quantified using ImageQuant version 7.0 (GE); images for publication were processed using ImageJ version 1.50i by cropping and applying minimal contrast enhancement. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 7.03.

REC-seq {#sec017}
-------

All reagents from New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusettsexcept where noted otherwise. A total of 20 μl genomic DNA isolated from aged cells as above was diluted to 155 μl final volume containing 1x CutSmart and 0.75 μl RNase T1 (EN0542 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK), and incubated 15 minutes at room temperature before splitting into 3x 49 μl and 1x 3μl aliquots (the latter was diluted to 16 μl for total DNA isolation). The 49 μl aliquots were digested with 1 μl *Eag*I-HF (R3505), *Pvu*I-HF (R3150), or 0.5μl *Pvu*II-HF (R3151) for 4 hours at 37°C; 0.5 μl additional enzyme was added to the *Pvu*II digest every hour. For mutant analysis, *Pvu*II was replaced with *Sma*I (R0141), and this digestion was performed at 25°C. A total of 6 μl 10 mM ATP, 1 μl 10x CutSmart, 1 μl Exonuclease V, (RecBCD, M0345) and 1 μl Exonuclease I (M0293) was added to each digest and incubated over night at 37°C before extraction with phenol chloroform and ethanol precipitation in the presence of 1 μl GlycoBlue (AM9516 ThermoFisher Scientific, UK). DNA pellets were dissolved in 45 μl 0.1x TE, then 6 μl 10x CutSmart, 6 μl 10 mM ATP, 1 μl Exonuclease V, 1 μl Exonuclease I, and 1 μl same restriction enzyme as previous day were added and samples again incubated over night at 37°C before extraction with phenol chloroform and ethanol precipitation. For *Sma*I digestions, the enzyme and CutSmart were added first and digestion performed for 4 hours at 25°C before addition of other components and shift to 37°C for overnight incubation. Pellets were dissolved in 33 μl 0.1x TE and the 3 aliquots combined, precipitated again with ethanol and pellets dissolved in 16 μl 0.1x TE.

Exonuclease treated and total DNA samples were incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes with 2 μl NEBNext DNA fragmentase (M0348) and 2 μl fragmentase buffer; then 5 μl 0.5 M EDTA was added followed by 25 μl water, and samples were purified using 50 μl AMPure beads (A63881 Beckman Coulter, UK) and eluted with 25.5 μl 0.1x TE. 3.5 μl NEBNext Ultra II end prep buffer and 1.5 μl NEBNext Ultra II end prep enzyme (E7103) were mixed in and samples incubated 30 minutes at 20°C, then 30 minutes at 65°C. After addition of 1.25 μl 1:25 diluted NEBNext adaptor (E7335), 0.5 μl ligation enhancer and 15 μl NEBNext Ultra II ligation mix (E7103) samples were incubated 15 minutes at 20°C, then 1.5 μl USER enzyme (E7335) was added and incubated 15 minutes at 37°C. Samples were cleaned with 44 μl AMPure beads, eluted with 30 μl 0.1x TE, then cleaned again with 27 μl AMPure beads and eluted with 22.5 μl 0.1x TE.

A total of 1.25 μl library was amplified with 0.4 μl each NEBNext index and universal primers (E7335) and 5μl NEBNext Ultra II PCR mix (E7103) in 10 μl total volume using recommended cycling conditions with 8 cycles for total samples, 16 cycles for 48 hour aged samples and 18 cycles for 24 hour samples. These test amplifications were cleaned with 9 μl AMPure beads, eluted with 1.5 μl 0.1x TE and 1 μl run on a Bioanalyzer to determine the optimal cycle number for the final amplification. Library yield was aimed to be 2 pM; the test amplification should be equivalent to a 1:4 dilution of the final library. The remaining library (21 μl) was then amplified in a 50 μl reaction containing 2 μl each NEBNext index and universal primers and 25 μl NEBNext Ultra II PCR mix using the calculated cycle number, cleaned with 45 μl AMPure beads, eluted with 25 μl 0.1x TE, then cleaned again with 22.5 μl AMPure beads and eluted with 10.5 μl 0.1x TE.

Sequencing and bioinformatics {#sec018}
-----------------------------

Libraries were sequenced on a NextSeq500 (Illumina, San Diego, California) in Paired End 75 bp Midoutput mode by the Babraham Institute Sequencing Facility, and basic data processing performed by the Babraham Institute Bioinformatics Facility. After adapter and quality trimming using Trim Galore (version 0.5.0), REC-seq data was mapped to yeast genome R64-2-1 with 2μ sequence J01347.1 included as an additional chromosome using Bowtie2 (version 2.3.2; with more stringent parameters:---no-mixed---score-min L,0,-0.2---no-unal -X 2000). To avoid apparent enrichment of repetitive regions (<https://sequencing.qcfail.com/articles/deduplicating-ambiguously-mapped-data-makes-it-look-like-repeats-are-enriched/>), the resulting BAM files were subjected to de-duplication based on exact sequence identity of the first 50 bp of both Read 1 and Read 2 using a custom script (<https://github.com/FelixKrueger/deduplicate_by_sequence>). These de-duplicated by sequence files were then imported into SeqMonk version 1.44.0 for analysis (<https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/>), where they were additionally de-duplicated based on alignment position (chromosome, start and end). Reads were quantified in 20 bp bins and normalised based on the total read count in each library. For 3x*CUP1*/Δ libraries, counts were performed in 100 bp bins and data from replicate sets compared using the edgeR statistical filter implemented in SeqMonk \[[@pbio.3000471.ref091]\]. Reads from rDNA, mitochondrial, and 2μ regions were excluded except where 2μ was used for normalisation, because all of these are cleaved by restriction enzymes in REC-seq and give variable signals. Reads from *UBC9* were also excluded because this gene is cleaved in the MEP system to produce a circular DNA in daughter cells, some of which inevitably remain in the purified mother cell fraction \[[@pbio.3000471.ref052]\].

Normalisation of REC-seq data using 2μ read counts in wild-type and mutants: we performed both total DNA-seq and REC-seq for each sample. We then calculated scaling factors (SF~1~) to transform REC-seq read counts into fractions of nonrepetitive chromosomal read counts as follows:

SF~1~ = ((2μ reads in total DNA) / (nonrepetitive chromosomal reads in total DNA)) / (2μ reads in REC-seq).

Nonrepetitive reads in total DNA are used, because some repetitive regions produce enough eccDNA to distort total read count (this is visible for subtelomeric regions in [S4A Fig](#pbio.3000471.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Simply multiplying REC-seq read counts by SF~1~ yields unusably low numbers. We therefore divided SF~1~ for each sample by SF~1~ for the control condition (SF~1c~, calculated for wild-type without copper) to yield a final scaling factor (SF) for each sample as SF = SF~1~ / SF~1c~. Because SF~1~ for the control condition = SF~1c~, SF for the control condition is 1, and as such read counts for the control condition remain unaltered, whereas SF for other conditions provides a minimal linear correction that accounts for the relationship between samples. REC-seq read counts were multiplied by SF. The result of this strategy is that REC-seq reads are normalised to chromosomal DNA, and variation in 2μ levels between mutants does not impact the final normalised REC-seq data ([S4 Fig](#pbio.3000471.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

All raw REC-seq data has been deposited at GEO under accession number GSE135542.

Supporting information {#sec019}
======================

###### ExoV digestion validation and schematic of *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* allele.

\(A\) Cells were aged in the presence of CuSO~4~, and genomic DNA purified before being split in 2 aliquots. Both aliquots were digested with *Xho*I, and one was additionally digested with ExoV (aka RecBCD) in the presence of 1 mM ATP. After purification, DNA was separated on a 1% agarose gel and probed for the *CUP1* locus, then stripped and reprobed for *MUT204*, a single copy intergenic region on Chromosome III. (B) Schematic of the *CUP1* locus: detailed view of a single *CUP1* repeat, and map of differences between the wild-type and *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* allele. In this allele, the *CUP1* ORF and *CUP1* promoter along with part of the annotated ARS810 sequence are removed and replaced by a fused ORF consisting of *3HA* and 6 amino acids of *GAL1* and the *P*~*GAL1-10*~ promoter. Restriction sites are shown for orientation, the *Nhe*I site was added during construction between the *CUP1* stop codon and start of the 3' UTR. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. ExoV, exonuclease V; ORF, open reading frame

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Improved eccDNA sensitivity in REC-seq.

Plots of sequencing reads summed in 200 bp bins across Chromosome XII. (A) Genomic DNA from cells aged for 48 hours in SD media was digested directly with ExoV + ExoI only prior to library preparation. ExoI is included in these reactions to remove short single-stranded products of ExoV digestion. (B) Genomic DNA from cells aged for 48 hours in SD media was split, digested with 3 different enzymes followed by ExoV + ExoI before library preparation. Note the prominent Ty-element peaks in panel B that are not detectable in panel A. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA; ExoV, exonuclease V; REC-seq, restriction-digested extrachromosomal circular DNA sequencing

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### *CUP1* expression is normal in *spt3*Δ cells.

MEP wild-type and *spt3*Δ cells growing in SD media were induced with 1 mM CuSO~4~ and cells harvested after 0, 4, and 24 hours. Total RNA was separated on a glyoxal gel and probed for *CUP1* ORF, ethidium stained 18S ribosomal RNA is shown as a loading control. Error bars show standard deviation, n = 3. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. MEP, mother enrichment program

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Normalisation based on 2μ reads.

\(A\) Comparison of total DNA sequencing in aged wild-type and *spt3*Δ cells split in 250 bp bins across the genome. Two graphs of the same data are shown, one as a density plot (left), the other highlighting prominent features (right). Most bins representing genomic DNA are on the centre line, significant outliers are labelled---*SPT3* locus is absent in *spt3*Δ cells, 2μ is highly abundant but in this case slightly more prevalent in the wild-type sample. The subtelomeric regions are shifted towards wild type as the high levels of eccDNA produced from these loci adds to the read count even in total DNA. (B) Comparison of eccDNA sequencing from the same 2 samples as in panel A. The normalisation ensures that the ratio of 2μ reads between wild-type and *spt3*Δ is maintained, even though all circles are under-represented in the *spt3*Δ sample, a difference that would not be detected without such normalisation. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. eccDNA, extrachromosomal circular DNA

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### *P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* expression is minimally affected in *sae2*Δ and *mus81*Δ.

*P*~*GAL1*~*-3HA* cells in BY4741 background with no deletion, *sae2*Δ or *mus81*Δ growing in YP raffinose media were induced with 2% galactose and cells harvested after 0, 20, 40, and 60 minutes. Total RNA was separated on a glyoxal gel and probed for *CUP1* ORF, followed by the *ACT1* ORF as a loading control. Error bars show standard deviation, *n* = 2. The data underlying this figure may be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.3000471.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Raw Images](#pbio.3000471.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Yeast strains used in this research.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Oligonucleotides used in this research.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Plasmids used in this research.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA probes used in this research.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Raw numerical data for figures.

(ZIP)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Raw image files for blots.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

We thank Kristina Tabbada and Clare Murnane in the BI Next Generation Sequencing Facility for data generation, Anne Segonds-Pichon and Simon Andrews of the BI Bioinformatics facility for statistical and bioinformatics advice, Birgitte Regenberg and Henrik Moller for helpful discussions, and Tanya Paull and Dan Gottschling for reagents.
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Dear Jon,

Good to see you at SMBE. Many thanks for submitting your manuscript entitled \"Transcription-induced formation of extrachromosomal DNA during yeast ageing\" for consideration as a Research Article by PLOS Biology.

Your manuscript has now been evaluated by the PLOS Biology editorial staff, as well as by an academic editor with relevant expertise, and I\'m writing to let you know that we would like to send your submission out for external peer review.

However, before we can send your manuscript to reviewers, we need you to complete your submission by providing the metadata that is required for full assessment. To this end, please login to Editorial Manager where you will find the paper in the \'Submissions Needing Revisions\' folder on your homepage. Please click \'Revise Submission\' from the Action Links and complete all additional questions in the submission questionnaire.

\*Please be aware that, due to the voluntary nature of our reviewers and academic editors, manuscripts may be subject to delays during the holiday season. Thank you for your patience.\*

Please re-submit your manuscript within two working days, i.e. by Aug 20 2019 11:59PM.

Login to Editorial Manager here: <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pbiology>

During resubmission, you will be invited to opt-in to posting your pre-review manuscript as a bioRxiv preprint. Visit <http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/s/preprints> for full details. If you consent to posting your current manuscript as a preprint, please upload a single Preprint PDF when you re-submit.

Once your full submission is complete, your paper will undergo a series of checks in preparation for peer review. Once your manuscript has passed all checks it will be sent out for review.

Feel free to email us at <plosbiology@plos.org> if you have any queries relating to your submission.

Best wishes,

Roli

Roland G Roberts, PhD,

Senior Editor

PLOS Biology
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13 Sep 2019

Dear Jon,

Thank you very much for submitting your manuscript \"Transcription-induced formation of extrachromosomal DNA during yeast ageing\" for consideration as a Research Article at PLOS Biology. Your manuscript has been evaluated by the PLOS Biology editors, an Academic Editor with relevant expertise, and by four independent reviewers.

You\'ll see that all four of the reviewers are positive about your study, but between them they make a number of requests, most of which are textual, but some of which may involve additional analyses and/or extra experimental data. In light of the reviews (below), we are pleased to offer you the opportunity to address the comments from the reviewers in a revised version that we anticipate should not take you very long. We will then assess your revised manuscript and your response to the reviewers\' comments and we may consult the reviewers again.

Your revisions should address the specific points made by each reviewer. Please submit a file detailing your responses to the editorial requests and a point-by-point response to all of the reviewers\' comments that indicates the changes you have made to the manuscript. In addition to a clean copy of the manuscript, please upload a \'track-changes\' version of your manuscript that specifies the edits made. This should be uploaded as a \"Related\" file type. You should also cite any additional relevant literature that has been published since the original submission and mention any additional citations in your response.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

Before you revise your manuscript, please review the following PLOS policy and formatting requirements checklist PDF: <http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/s/file?id=9411/plos-biology-formatting-checklist.pdf>. It is helpful if you format your revision according to our requirements - should your paper subsequently be accepted, this will save time at the acceptance stage.

Please note that as a condition of publication PLOS\' data policy (<http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/s/data-availability>) requires that you make available all data used to draw the conclusions arrived at in your manuscript. If you have not already done so, you must include any data used in your manuscript either in appropriate repositories, within the body of the manuscript, or as supporting information (N.B. this includes any numerical values that were used to generate graphs, histograms etc.). For an example see here: <http://www.plosbiology.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pbio.1001908#s5>.

For manuscripts submitted on or after 1st July 2019, we require the original, uncropped and minimally adjusted images supporting all blot and gel results reported in an article\'s figures or Supporting Information files. We will require these files before a manuscript can be accepted so please prepare them now, if you have not already uploaded them. Please carefully read our guidelines for how to prepare and upload this data: <https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/s/figures#loc-blot-and-gel-reporting-requirements>.

Upon resubmission, the editors assess your revision and assuming the editors and Academic Editor feel that the revised manuscript remains appropriate for the journal, we may send the manuscript for re-review. We aim to consult the same Academic Editor and reviewers for revised manuscripts but may consult others if needed.

We expect to receive your revised manuscript within one month. Please email us (<plosbiology@plos.org>) to discuss this if you have any questions or concerns, or would like to request an extension. At this stage, your manuscript remains formally under active consideration at our journal; please notify us by email if you do not wish to submit a revision and instead wish to pursue publication elsewhere, so that we may end consideration of the manuscript at PLOS Biology.

When you are ready to submit a revised version of your manuscript, please go to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pbiology/> and log in as an Author. Click the link labelled \'Submissions Needing Revision\' where you will find your submission record.

Thank you again for your submission to our journal. We hope that our editorial process has been constructive thus far, and we welcome your feedback at any time. Please don\'t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or comments.

Best wishes,

Roli

Roland G Roberts, PhD,

Senior Editor

PLOS Biology
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REVIEWERS\' COMMENTS:

Reviewer \#1:

The manuscript by Hull et al. describes the mechanism by which amplification of the CUP1 gene in yeast occurs through formation of extrachromosomal circles (eccs). The same group had shown in 2017 that growing yeast in the presence of copper leads to CUP1 amplification. Now, using newly developed techniques that allow accurate sequencing and quantification, they show that the amplified units are DNA circles formed by homologous recombination repair of double-strand breaks, apparently induced by transcription. The mechanism is very specific to the region being transcribed. Ecc concentration in aged cells depends upon control of segregation, but apparently their formation does not. Ecc formation in ribosomal DNA occurs by a different mechanism dependent on barriers to replication. It is apparent that a low level of CUP1 ecc is also formed by a different mechanism. Thus, there is clearly more than one mechanism of ecc formation. The double-strand break dependence is based on genetic requirements, Sae2, Mre11 and Mus81. The transcription dependence is based on publications by Fogel, who worked on CUP1 expression and amplification in the 1980s and showed that copper induced transcription of CUP1. It is, however, also supported by experiments that used a GAL promoter that showed circles when grown on galactose and not when grown on glucose. These are the same experiments that demonstrate that selection for copper resistance is not required for the amplification.

The authors point out that this seems to be a very specific and robust adaptive mechanism, in that amplification occurs only in those genes to be transcribed in a given environment thus allowing increased expression of needed genes. The relationship of mutation to transcription in other systems has been discussed in this context before. The manuscript does not make it plain that this mechanism only operates because there is already tandem chromosomal amplification of the CUP1 locus. Thus the generality of the mechanism appears to be limited, and this should perhaps be mentioned. The work does not reveal how transcription generates double-strand breaks. That will require a different approach.

Overall this is a delightfully careful and insightful paper that provides substantial mechanistic insights into a specialized mechanism. The figures, including extended data, are necessary for the conclusions being made.

Reviewer \#2:

This manuscript investigates extrachromosomal DNA circle formation at the repetitive CUP1 locus in budding yeast. The formation of eccDNA and its unequal segregation during cell division provides a potential adaptive mechanism for gene amplification in response to environmental stress and is commonly seen in cancer. The authors show that eccDNA formation at the CUP1 locus is pronounced in replicatively aged cells, similar to the well-known age-associated accumulation of rDNA circles in yeast. In contrast to rDNA circles, however, CUP1 circles are only observed at high levels if yeast were exposed to environmental copper, and the authors show nicely that this effect is linked to the transcriptional activation of the CUP1 locus. In addition a sequencing strategy is presented that allows recovery and comparison of different eccDNA species. The formation of CUP1 circles is shown to depend on the resection factors Sae2 and Mre11 and the recombinase Mus81, indicating a role of the homologous recombination in circle formation.

The manuscript is clear and well written and the presented experiments are for the most part conclusive. My main concern is the attempted normalization between sequencing results using endogenous 2-micron plasmid ratios as the denominator. Overall, this manuscript presents an intriguing new system that should allow the mechanistic dissection of stress-induced eccDNA formation and is expected to be of substantial interest to the field.

Major points:

1\. The normalization approach using 2-micron requires more detailed description in the methods. It is difficult to understand how the 2-micron plasmid ratio was used to normalize the data. On a more general note, I am also not convinced that 2-micron plasmid levels, which are themselves changing (e.g. btw wt and spt3), are a reliable signpost for normalization. How can the authors be certain that apparent changes in the abundance of other eccDNA species are not secondary to changes in 2-micron levels under different experimental conditions? Fluctuations in 2micron levels could in principle explain some of the unexpected differences between samples. I think a simple solution to this problem would be to spike a bacterial plasmid into the sequencing samples and use those easily identifiable sequencing reads as a normalization factor.

2\. The sequencing analysis shows sharp boundaries for the CUP1 derived eccDNA but I did not expect the boundaries to lie in the neighboring RSC30 gene. Are there obvious sequence homologies that could explain these boundaries?

3\. The authors imply that CUP1 circle formation is the result of DSB-stimulated loop-out of CUP1 copies by homologous recombination. They also draw parallels with rDNA circle production but those circles can form without loss of the chromosomal repeats (e.g. Mansisidor et al, Mol Cell 2018). The presented loop-out model would predict that the chromosomal CUP1 locus should show signs of copy number loss, which should be easily detectable by marker loss or Southern given the relatively small size of the CUP1 locus, in particular when analyzing circle formation in the Gal-inducible system.

Minor points:

1\. I assume the CUP1 plasmid in Figure 5D contains an XhoI site? This could be indicated in the figure legend to avoid confusion why a circular DNA element is sensitive to ExoV.

2\. The last section of the discussion feels overly speculative. The potential effect of TATA boxes is certainly worth exploring but the relevance to the current work appears tangential. The presented mechanism implies a need for flanking homologous DNA sequences, which are not expected to be a common enough genomic feature around TATA-driven genes to warrant the broad statements of this paragraph.

3\. Please make all code available on GitHub.

Reviewer \#3:

The current study uses the CUP1 tandem-repeat locus as a model to examine environmentally stimulated accumulation of extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA) in aging yeast cells, which has potential implications for analogous eecDNA formation in higher eukaryotes. The authors used the mother-enrichment program to obtain a population of aged cells and demonstrated an association between the levels of CUP1 eccDNA accumulation and transcription. Transcription from the endogenous promoter was regulated by copper addition or by galactose addition when a mutant repeat unit was fused to the GAL1 promoter; the effect of transcription was locus specific. As with ERCs (ribosomal DNA circles), the accumulation of eccDNA in aged cells required their asymmetric segregation to mother cells. Importantly, the authors used specific genetic backgrounds to examine the mechanism of eccDNA accumulation. Accumulation in the absence of DNL4 excluded NHEJ and the lack of accumulation in the absence of the initiation of DSB end processing (sae2 or mre11-nd mutants) implicated homologous recombination (HR). A requirement for Mus81 (but not Yen1 of Slx4) is consistent with an HR-based mechanism that requires the processing of nick-containing branched intermediates. Interestingly, eccDNA accumulation has variable genetic requiremnents relative to ERC accumulation, which is related to the strong replication block in rDNA. The manuscript is well-written, the data are robust, and the results are important and of broad general interest. Below are comments that should be addressed when revising the manuscript.

1\. If the frequency of DSB formation is high enough to cause a growth defect in a rad52 background (which is not a direct demonstration of DSBs), then it should be possible to physically "see" the broken chromosome on a CHEF gel. If the authors haven't tried this, they should. eccDNAs may be only a very rare outcome of DSB repair, but this doesn't make them any less interesting.

2\. The authors need to provide more info about the pGAL1-3HA construct (consulting the reference cited was not much help). When the CUP1 coding sequence is deleted, how much of the repeat unit remains? Presumably most of it, but this should be stated.

3\. Following DSB induction in yeast, repair is delayed but not prevented in the absence of MRX/Sae2. Does this imply the presence of damage at the ends of spontaneous DSBs? The authors should comment on this.

4\. There have been MANY studies of transcription-associated recombination (TAR) in yeast, mostly from the Aguilera lab, most of which results from the persistence of R-loops during head-on conflicts between replication and transcription. The Cimprich lab has shown a similar connection in mammalian cells. These studies should be more prominently highlighted as they may well be directly relevant to eccDNA formation.

5\. The production of eccDNAs by the current mechanism requires pre-existing direct repeats, which are very rare in the yeast genome. In higher eukaryotes flanking repetitive elements (e.g. LINEs) may be the drivers.

6\. The papers the authors cited for TopIIbeta-mediated DSB formation, which is specifically related to transcription initiation in mammalian cells, may not be relevant in yeast.

7\. Please note that Tom Petes' lab has also shown that transcription stimulates recombination (in the form of CNV) at the CUP1 locus (Genetics 2017).

Reviewer \#4:

This ms. explores an important problem concerning the generation of eccDNA in budding yeast. They have modified the methods used to measure eccDNA and have made several interesting observations on the copper gene multiple tandem array. The work is very well presented (for the most part) and will be an important contribution to the literature.

Please address the questions at the end of each section from Pg. 4: The genome-wide profile of eccDNA was more affected by copper treatment in these cells, likely due to greater copper stress, and many eccDNAs accumulated to lower levels (Figure 2G). However, edgeR analysis (Where is the edgeR data?)

of differential accumulation across 3 biological replicates revealed that the significant regions most over-represented in the copper-treated sample all derive from the CUP1 locus. Additionally, Ty-element eccDNA was under-accumulated in copper treated cells (was this significant or not?),

while sub-telomeric eccDNA was over-accumulated though by a very small amount (again, was this significant? - what is the metric here "a very small amount"?).

In Figure 5A and B: The figure legend is little confusing. Are the two blots exactly the same experimental conditions and the data from each is then represented in the right side of scatter plot of 5B? If so, consolidate and leave out the left side of 5B (the same can be done in other figures if applicable).

In Figure 6 and in the discussion, it is not at all clear why propose a gap in the circle at the end of the process? Trimming and ligation, as shown in earlier steps can be invoked without an obligatory gap.

10.1371/journal.pbio.3000471.r003
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Click here for additional data file.
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Dear Jon,

Many thanks for submitting your revised Research Article entitled \"Transcription-induced formation of extrachromosomal DNA during yeast ageing\" for publication in PLOS Biology. The Academic Editor and I have now assessed your revisions, and we\'re delighted to let you know that we\'re now editorially satisfied with your manuscript.

However before we can formally accept your paper and consider it \"in press\", we also need to ensure that your article conforms to our guidelines. A member of our team will be in touch shortly with a set of requests. As we can\'t proceed until these requirements are met, your swift response will help prevent delays to publication. IMPORTANT: Many thanks for providing the underlying data so conscientiously; please could you also cite this Supplementary Data file clearly in the relevant main and supplementary Figure legends, e.g. \"The data underlying this figure may be found in S5_Data\"?
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